
BELLE OF THE SOUTH - BRODERIE PERSE by Kathy Dunigan 
6-hour Class $ 700. - Intermediate, Advanced – can teach HAND OR MACHINE  
Broderie Perse-lique’™ — is a great addition to your quilts! Kathy has a fabulously easy 
way to make Broderie Perse beautiful and fun! "This ain't your Mama's way of doing 
things!" And the fabrics that are in your kits will assure that everyone can design a 
unique wall-hanging. Get close up with Kathy and learn her unique way of using this 
fabulous technique of days past, BUT with a twist! Too good to believe! Quickly learn 
how you can masterfully cut out the fabric motif that you choose, then use Kathy's 
prepared edge applique technique to ready the motif and place on background. Kathy 
will demonstrate how to applique Hand or Machine, so that you will master both! 
Whimsical flowers cut from a delicious reproduction fabric, embroidery work and beads, 
lend themselves to a very creative process and fun class. You can choose a light or 
dark background for your 23" kit. Or reserve several kits for a full-size quilt design 
opportunity! 
Required Kit - $40 
MOST EVERYTHING needed to make the wall-hanging! All fabric, including 
background choice, pattern, thread, most notions needed, beads, embroidery floss. 
Student needs to bring small scissors, straight pins and any preferred supplies and light.  
If MACHINE class, student should bring open toe foot, 60-65 microtex sharp needle. 

 
Original background shown – Belle of the South 
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Background shaded to black to show different choice – Belle of the South 
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BLUEBIRDS OF HAPPINESS – APPLIQUE by KATHY DUNIGAN 
6-hour Class $700 - All Levels – HAND or MACHINE CLASS 
Kathy's 22" wall hanging, with pattern designed by her mom, JoAnn Hudgins, under 
TQP Design Company, features her "No Fail" Appliqué methods and beautiful fabric kits 
to make your birds sing beautifully. Happy Bluebirds dance among the limbs and search 
for Ultrasuede berries and embroidered seeds. You will delight in her simple, yet 
masterful ways to make gorgeous applique quits! This pattern lends itself to even more 
blooms and foliage and can stand alone as a wall hanging or make a whole quilt with 
different colored birds in each block. You will have fabrics to make red birds and/or 
bluebirds! This class features a fun, creative process and uses prepared edge 
techniques (but you can use any applique method). There will be no limit to what you 
can applique after this class with Kathy! Don't be scared to jump right in, as Kathy never 
ends her "demos up close and personal". And for our "machine enthusiasts" or those 
that want to learn machine applique, this class is designed by Hand but leaves the 
actual applique stitch choice to be done by Hand or Machine.  
Required kit price - $30 includes EVERYTHING needed to make the wall-hanging! All 
fabrics, including background choice, pattern, needles, thread, all notions needed. 
Student needs to bring small scissors and any preferred supplies, personal light. *If 
MACHINE class, student should bring open toe foot and 60-65 microtex sharp needle 

 



 
 
BRODERIE PERSE BY MACHINE APPLIQUE – Kathy Dunigan 
6-hour Class - $700 - All levels 
Broderie Perse-lique’™ — is a great addition to your quilts! Kathy has a fabulously easy 
way to make Broderie Perse beautiful and fun! "This ain't the way your grandma way did 
it!" And the fabrics that will vary in your kits will assure that everyone has a unique wall-
hanging. Get close up with Kathy and learn her unique way of using this fabulous 
technique of days past, BUT with a twist! Too good to believe! Quickly learn how you 
can masterfully cut out the fabric motif that you choose, then use Kathy's prepared edge 
applique technique to ready the motif and place on background. Kathy will teach you 
her wonderful Machine techniques and you will start stitching on a prepared sample 
provided so that you will be ready to excel! 
Required Kit? $40 includes:  
MOST EVERYTHING needed to make the wall-hanging! All fabrics, including 
background choice, pattern, thread, Kathy’s applique foundation paper, glue, orange 
stick. Fabrics will vary and each student’s block will be unique. 
Student needs to bring:  small sharp scissors, 60-65 microtex sharp machine needle, 
Open-toe machine foot, straight pins and any preferred supplies, personal Lightbox if 
available, but lightbox use will be available throughout the classroom. 
*Students will begin sewing right away on a provided sample, then delve right into 
making applique pieces and sewing them. 
 

 
Sample one – Broderie Perse 
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Sample Two – Broderie Perse 

 
Sample Three – Broderie Perse 
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MARY'S FLORAL OFFERING – HAND OR MACHINE APPLIQUE   
KATHY DUNIGAN 6-hour Class - $700 - All Levels 
This beautiful 23" x 26" work of art is a nod to Mary Manakee and her 1850 quilt. Kathy 
has found the perfect balance of fabric and design to set together a small quilt or wall-
hanging that will make your heart sing. Baltimore Album quilts are like none other and 
this lighthearted rendering of flowers in a vase will be the perfect addition to your 
repertoire of quilts. You'll get a chance to sew on a provided sample and when you are 
ready, you'll be able to soar! Kathy will help you get the very best results with your 
appliqué and then to sew the pieces down by machine. You'll get to try some silk ribbon 
rosebuds and adorn your quilt. What a great day of learning we'll get to share together! 
Required kit $40 includes: all fabric, including background and borders; thread, 
appliqué foundation paper, glue, orange stick, pattern.  
Please bring to class:  Fabric Scissors, Straight Pins, personal light if desired, any 
specialty sewing items you require, 60-65 microtex sharp, Open toe machine foot. 
*Supply list varies slightly, if hand or machine machine.  

 
 
 



 
PAPERCUTS - DESIGN BALTIMORE ALBUM STYLE – KATHY DUNIGAN 
6-hour Class $700 - All Levels 
At first glance, this wall-hanging looks of Hawaiian origin, but uses patterns (you can 
design your own or use mine!) based on Baltimore album quilt style from the 1850's. 
Kathy will teach you the absolute easiest prepared edge technique with applique 
foundation product left in (used for hand or machine alike); then help you get the 
fabulous machine applique results you desire! Fun class with awesome design 
possibilities! Learn the technique with a provided sample and then fly! 
Required Kit $35 includes:  
ALL APPLIQUE AND BACKGROUND FABRIC, ANY EMBELLISHMENTS, THREAD, 
GLUE, ORANGE STICK, PENCIL, APPLIQUE FOUNDATION PRODUCT 
Please bring to class:  Fabric Scissors, Paper Bag for Trash, 60 or 65 sharp or 
microtex, Open-toe machine foot, personal sewing light if needed; any personal sewing 
supplies you may already want to use for prepared edge applique; personal pressing 
board for applique work (Kathy has some to borrow or buy) 
***THIS CLASS IS ABSOLUTELY A STUDENT FAVORITE AS IT TEACHES TWO 
WONDERFUL TECHNIQUES THAT MAKE EVEN BEGINNER STUDENTS HAVE 
AMAZING RESULTS. PLUS, DESIGNING YOUR OWN BLOCKS TECHNIQUE GETS 
STUDENTS TO EXPLORE NEW POSSIBILITIES. 
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PARADE OF POSIES - MACHINE OR HAND APPLIQUE – KATHY 
DUNIGAN 6-hour Class - $700 - All Levels 
Who doesn't love a parade? This fun class filled with perfect posies will have you 
shouting, "Hooray!" If you are new to appliqué or just ready to try machine appliqué, 
you'll find this class will have you jumping for joy, with the ease and precision that Kathy 
will introduce you to. You'll start out on a "ready to sew" provided sample and earn your 
wings quickly. Then you'll work at your own pace, using Kathy's easy "prepared-edge 
technique" to make your appliqué pieces. Lots of "hands on demos" and kit provides 
everything needed. 
Required kit $35 includes:  
All fabric, INCLUDING: background, appliqué fabric, borders thread, Appliqué 
foundation paper, glue, orange stick, pattern. 
Please bring to class: Fabric Scissors, 60-65 microtex sharps needle,  
Open-toe foot, personal light if desired, any specialty sewing supplies you may like. 

 
 
 



 
PITCHER OF POSIES-Machine Applique - KATHY DUNIGAN 
6-hour Class - $700 - All Levels 
Kathy's 23" X 27" MACHINE APPLIQUE wall hanging, with pattern designed by her 
mom, JoAnn Hudgins, under TQP Design Company, features her "No Fail" Appliqué 
methods and beautiful fabric kits to make your garden grow beautifully. Delight in her 
simple, yet masterful way to place your appliqué fabrics. This pattern lends itself to even 
more blooms and foliage and can stand alone as a wall hanging or make a whole quilt 
with different pitchers in each block. What could be more inviting than these 
breathtaking flowers? This class features a fun, creative process and uses prepared 
edge techniques (but you can use any applique method). There will be no limit to what 
you can applique after this class with Kathy! Don’t be scared to jump right in, as Kathy 
never ends her "demos up close and personal". And for our "hand enthusiasts" this is a 
great project to embellish afterwards!  
Required kit fee $40 includes:  EVERYTHING needed for the wall hanging is 
included. You will be able to choose a dark or light background in class. All fabrics, 
including background choice, pattern, thread, all embellishments needed. Fabrics may 
vary slightly. 
***Student needs: to bring small sharp scissors and any preferred supplies, personal 
light if desired, 60-65 microtex sharps needle, Open-toe machine foot. 

 
 



 
RHAPSODY IN RED TABLE RUNNER – HAND OR MACHINE APPLIQUE – 
KATHY DUNIGAN 6-hour Class - $700 - All Levels 
Join Kathy as she shares her fabulous new table runner pattern and shows you the 
"ropes" on all things appliqué. Get ready to learn the most amazing and accurate 
method of appliqué, with Kathy there every step of the way. The pattern is simplistic yet 
challenging enough to please any level of appliquér. The required kit will have 
everything you need to make this 17" x 43" table runner. Just a perfect day of fun and 
learning! 
Required kit $40 includes: All fabrics needed - except for backing (there will be two 
color ways available), pattern, Appliqué Foundation Paper, glue, orange stick, thread 
included. 
Students required to bring to class: Fabric Scissors, 60-65 microtex sharp needle,  
open-toe foot, personal sewing light if needed, any basic supplies you want on hand. 
This class works as a HAND or MACHINE appliqué quilt class. Description uses same 
info; just remove hand or machine references.  

 
Table Runner Photo and Close Up Photo 

 



 
 
VINTAGE VASES - MAGICAL MACHINE APPLIQUE - KATHY DUNIGAN 
2-day 12 hour Class - $1300 - All Levels 
Magical machine applique? Why yes! Join Kathy and learn her fabulous techniques to 
get a start or "perfect" your applique. This class will have you grinning ear to ear, when 
you discover just how "do-able" her magical machine applique is! No, this isn't raw edge 
or fusible applique, although Kathy lets you choose any technique that works for you. 
You'll get to start out on a provided sample to sew and learn on machine, then work at 
your pace as Kathy guides you to make your finest applique pieces; then stitch pieces 
down like magic. Ready to design your own quilt? The kit will have most everything that 
you need, and you can choose from 12 original vase designs and make at least four 18" 
blocks to make a wall-hanging or quilt. Then choose your favorite design setting. 
Woohoo! This is gonna’ be magic! 
Required Kit $50 includes:  All fabric, including background, borders, threads, 
embellishments, pattern, fabric glue, Kathy's applique foundation paper, vinyl placemat, 
orange stick. 
*Students bring fabric to class:  Dark Fabric Marker, Fabric Scissors, Seam Ripper, 
60-65 microtex sharp needle, Open-toe machine foot, personal light if student desires.  
***I CAN TEACH AS A ONE DAY, BUT BETTER SERVED AS A TWO DAY CLASS. 
IF ONE DAY CLASS, I WILL STILL HAVE THE STUDENTS "FLYING" ALONG AND 
CAN COVER EVERYTHING. 
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One of Twelve vase patterns  

 
Example of how you can lay out your four chosen vases. You’ll get 12 vase 

patterns to make a whole quilt if you like!  
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